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The BERTHA Oven Company is a visionary British 
company taking the charcoal oven market by storm. 

From Britain to Bahrain and beyond, BERTHA ovens are being 
fired up in kitchens all around the globe, bringing the world-
famous BERTHA taste to restaurants and consumers everywhere.

A BERTHA oven stands out with its iconic shape and sleek finish 
– it’s an oven that’s as versatile as it is specialist; a seriously 
professional piece of kit for serious professionals.

Turn up the heat and add a new flavour dimension to your menu 
with the unique taste and superior flavours achieved when cooking 
on a BERTHA charcoal oven. 

With an unrivalled taste, an even cook, and the flexibility to cook 
almost anything to perfection - you’ll know when you’ve been 
cooking on a BERTHA. 



BERTHA Adventurer
Take to the road with the BERTHA 
Adventurer. A perfect partnership - 
you can now create an experience for 
your customers anywhere by proudly 
displaying and cooking on the World-
famous BERTHA – the theatre created 
and the unique flavour profile all 
adding to your brand experience. 

The bespoke unit can be branded in 
your style, meaning you can take your 
restaurant/concept to events, fetes, 
festivals and gatherings and you can 
take the great taste of BERTHA with 
you wherever you go – still confidently 
serving food chargrilled to perfection 
that you’d be proud to serve in your 
restaurant.

Take the BERTHA experience outside 
with the BERTHA outdoors series. It 
allows you to create your own unique 
cooking experience on the beach, 
by the pool, in the garden, on the 
terrace… allowing customers to see 
the BERTHA magic for themselves. 

Fully customiseable to suit your 
space and needs, contact us for more 
information about how BERTHA can 
work in any outdoor space for you. 
Creating theatre and a unique flavour 
profile that ensures a memorable 
occassion for your customers.

BERTHA Outdoor Series



BERTHA is versatile and can be 
used indoors, outdoors, or on the 
move. There’s a BERTHA to suit 
any food business.

(W) 60cm x (D) 71cm x (H) 165cm
200cm with top vent

The one it all started with… the original Bertha has 
changed little from its original design – perfection  
at inception.

Original
 BERTHA

Inspired by a desire to create a charcoal oven that would create 
outstanding cooking techniques and speeds for chefs, and new taste 
experiences for its customers, the original BERTHA is making a BIG 
impact in the industry. 

Measuring just 600mm wide (compared to most other charcoal ovens at 
900mm), the small but mighty BERTHA can be accommodated in almost 
any kitchen, simply replace in the space of your old grill. 

A BERTHA is extremely versatile, allowing you to cook from 150ºC-400ºC 
for sustained periods of time, thanks to its enclosed charcoal grill that 
ensures the food retains all its natural moisture and flavor, giving you 
unbelievably succulent, chargrilled food every time. 



> BERTHA cooks evenly and quickly every time, yet retains moisture, 
adds flavour and taste while reducing serving time

> Temperatures and cooking times can be tailored to suit every different 
need - control and hold the temperature of BERTHA throughout 
service

> Surprisingly tall cooking chamber with option of ceramic top shelf – 
has the largest cooking surface but is the smallest unit on the market

> There is no end to how versatile the BERTHA is – game, burgers, 
fish, scallops in their shells, lobsters, vegetables, pizzas, breads, half 
chickens and any variety of meat cuts, especially on the bone are 
cooked to perfection with a cooking time of 10 minutes and under 

> Cooking on a BERTHA adds new and exciting ideas and flavours to 
your menu – works with any cuisine! 

> This one piece of equipment allows you to expand your offering, 
create a point of difference to your competitors and increase revenues

> Use the BERTHA indoors and out – create the BERTHA experience 
wherever you are

> British design, British engineering, British made 

WHY BERTHA?



WWW.BERTHAOVEN.COM

BERTHA OVEN COMPANY
UNIT 3, EAST ROAD, LONDON, SW19 1AH

ORDER YOUR BERTHA TODAY - 0845 602 3037
EMAIL US: SALES@BERTHAOVEN.COM


